Practical experiences with new tools
Webinars

NCP Academy Meet & Exchange workshop
Communication Strategy
D Vanden Abeele (MENESR)
A context: FR NMBP network

NMBP National Thematic Working Group (NTWG)

497+ members

- Indus; 121
- Acad; 183
- Clust.; 99
- Rech; 94

A distributed network of NCPs

Webinars used for the 2 Communities
Needs

Distributed network of NCPs

- Regular webinars
- Share of information according to the focus of each NCP
- Coordination wrt. Events
- Coordination wrt. Actors
- Coordination wrt. Support Actions
- Feedback on H2020 EC Actions
- Preparation of the regular NTWG meeting
Needs

NMBP National Thematic Working Group (NTWG)

• A meeting each 3 month
• Challenges:
  • NMBP offers a very large scope
  • ‘Inhomogeneous interest’ for the whole content
• Participation:
  • Physical participations
  • Remote participations
• Support interaction among participants
• Need for ‘Video on Replay’
2 solutions available at MENESR
Some features

- Selection of source Audio / Video
- Status
- Webcam
- Layout
- Who is there
- Change of Presenter
- Phone line VOIP
- Sharing of screen(s)
- Whiteboard
- Chat
Return on Experience

• Reliable solutions
• Easy connection
  • Easy integration of participants
    • By email, who has the link, etc
  • Browser
  • Audio Conference
    • VOIP; Service provider (Orange Business Service)
• But
  • Fast internet connection preferable!
  • Mix of Audio source (Local + Audio Conference) requires ‘experience’
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